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Abstract

Despite the recent development of more sensitive technologies, diagnosis of tuberculosis in resource limited settings continues
to rely on sputum smear microscopy. This is explained by the fact that smear microscopy is simple, inexpensive, and the most
accessible tool in resource limited settings for tuberculosis diagnosis. Hot Ziehl-Neelsen (Z-N) is still used in laboratories of
resource limited settings with bright field microscopy. Cold staining methods which use bright field microscopy are now declared
obsolete. Currently in most laboratories, methods of staining using fluorescence microscopy (FM) and Light-emitting diodes
(LED) microscopy for Acid Fast Bacilli (AFB) are used. Despite the accessibility of Z-N method, only 15 of the 22 high tuberculosis
burden countries met the target of having one microscopy centre per 100, 000 persons in 2011. This review attempts to provide an
overview description of microscopy methods as well as the Fluorescein-diacetate (FDA) vitality staining methods as alternative for
culture and tuberculosis treatment control in resource limited countries.
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Introduction
[1,9,16]. Smear sensitivity is poor in extra-pulmonary TB, in
Tuberculosis (TB) remains a global emergency health problem diseases caused by mycobacterium other than tuberculosis
in 21st century [1,2], mainly affecting people in sub-Saharan (MOTT), and in HIV-infected TB patients [7,15]. There are two
Africa [3]. It is an infectious and transmissible disease caused microscopic systems used to detect AFB in the sputum (ordinary
by Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex [4]. These bacteria are and fluorescence microscopy) and various staining techniques.
known as tubercle bacilli because they produce characteristic Importantly, smear microscopy cannot distinguish viable from
lesions called tubercles [5]. About 10% of infected individuals dead bacilli in smear. Microscopic detection of mycobacterium
develop TB in their lifetime [4,6,7]. Untreated TB cases infect does not distinguish also M. tuberculosis complex from MOTT
10 to 15 people every year [1,2]. Today, HIV infection is the [4]. Culture can distinguish viable and non-viable bacilli of
major risk factor for developing TB disease in individuals with expectoration but, its used is very limited in resource limited
latent tuberculosis infection [8]. Acid-fast bacilli (AFB) can be settings because this method requires safety equipment,
identified with Ziehl-Neelsen (Z-N) staining method in resource- containment laboratories, and trained personnel. Improved
limited settings [9-12]. Despite the recent development of more tuberculosis case detection and enlarged capacity for the
sensitive technologies, diagnosis of TB in most low-income detection of drug resistance are global priorities for tuberculosis
countries continues to rely on sputum smear microscopy [2] control in resource limited settings. The development and
due to the fact that smear microscopy is a simple, inexpensive, implementation of FDA staining method could be a useful
cost-effective, and accessible tool for pulmonary TB diagnosis strategy and alternative to culture methods for TB treatment
and treatment monitoring [7,13,14]. AFB microscopy is the main in resource limited settings.
technique used in Directly Observed Therapy short course
(DOTS) programs for diagnosis of TB, follow-up treatment, Review
and curative services for tuberculosis [1,15]. Z-N microscopy Sputum smear microscopy
is highly specific, but its overall sensitivity is variable (20–80%) The most important tool in the diagnosis of TB is direct micro© 2014 Dezemon et al; licensee Herbert Publications Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of Creative Commons Attribution License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0). This permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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sensitivity and equivalent specificity to ordinary microscopy
[22]. These acid-fast staining techniques and other different
procedures of AFB staining techniques are described in Table 1.

Old and obsolete staining methods

These methods are not frequently used in major laboratories
in resource limited settings. Young researchers who are curious
to know these methods could experiment to improve on them.

Kinyoun cold staining method

Kinyoun uses the same reagents as the conventional ZiehlNeelsen method that permits the cold staining of tubercle
bacilli by increasing the staining time as shown in Table 1
[14,23]. For direct smears, the correlation of the results of the
cold staining procedure to Ziehl-Neelsen method was 97%
and 99% respectively [23]. Application in the field is inferior
to hot Z-N [24].

Gabett’s cold staining method

In the Gabbet’s staining method, methylene blue acts as
decolourizer and counter stain. It has been advocated as an
alternative staining technique. Procedure for Gabbet’s cold
staining method is carried out as described in Table 1 [25].

Tan thiam hok staining method

This method was developed in 1962. The staining technique
combines the cold saturated primary stain with the Gabett’s

Relative frequency

scopic examination of appropriately stained sputum specimens
for AFB in resource limited settings when used in a wellventilated TB laboratory with restricted access [17]. Laboratory
examination of sputum by direct acid-fast smear has been
the most rapid and cost-effective method to detect infectious
cases of TB for approximately 125 years. National Tuberculosis
Program (NTP) defined a smear-positive case of pulmonary
tuberculosis as a tuberculosis suspect with two positive
sputum specimens [15]. The revised definition is based on the
presence of at least one AFB positive in at least one sputum
sample in countries with a well-functioning external quality.
AFB positive smears retained the primary stain when the
smear is decolorized with an acid-alcohol solution [18].
AFB-microscopy needs 5,000 to 10,000 AFB per milliliter of
sputum for direct microscopy to be positive [7,15,19] (Figure 1).
Only 60% of the smears are positive if 106 AFB per ml are
present in the sputum. Sputum smear microscopy detects
most infectious cases and specificity is very high (97-99%) in
settings where the burden of TB is high [20,21]. The workload
is cumbersome when dealing with a large number of patients.
Smear preparation, staining, and examination must be
supported by adequate internal quality control and external
quality assessment system.
There are two procedures commonly used for acid-fast
staining, Carbolfuchsin methods which include Ziehl-Neelsen,
and Fluorochrome procedure using auramine-O or auraminerhodamine dyes. Fluorescence microscopy has a 10% higher
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation showing the potential sensitivity of the various tools available to
identify pulmonary tuberculosis. Adapted from Rieder HL et al., 2007 [15].
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Table 1. Staining procedures.
Hot Ziehl-Neelsen
staining

Kinyoun cold staining

Tan Thiam Hok
staining

Gabett’s staining

Fluorescence microscopy
(auramine staining)

LED Fluorescence
Fluorescein-diacetate
microscopy (auramine) (FDA) staining/LED

Heat-fixe smears on
microscope slides

Heat-fixe smears on
microscope slides

Air dry and heat
fixe smears

Air dried smears
but not heat fixed

Air dry and heat fixe
smears

Air dry and heat fixe
smears

Cover the whole surface
of the slides with 0.3%
Carbol fuchsin

Flood with basic 3.3%
fuchsin-phenol stain

Cover the plate
with Kinyoun
solution

Flood Smears with
1% basic fuchsin
phenol solution

Flood the slides with
freshly filtered auraminephenol solution

Flood with 0,1%
auramine-phenol
solution

Staining unfixed smears
with FDA working
solution (0,025%)

Heat gently until vapor
rises

Do not heat

Do not heat

Do not heat

Do not heat

Do not heat

Do not heat

Leave the warm stain
for at least 5 minutes at
room temperature

Leave for 5 minutes at
room temperature

leave in contact
for 3minutes

Leave for 10
minutes at room
temperature

Leave for 20 minutes

Leave for 20 minutes

Leave for 30 min at 37°C

Rinse each slide gently
with clean water until all
macroscopically visible
stain has been washed
away

Wash the smears in
running water.

Wash with water
for 30 seconds

Wash the smear
with the tap water

Wash smears with tap
water

Wash gently in running Wash gently in running
water and drain
water and drain

Cover slides with the
decolorizing solution
(25% sulfuric acid or 3%
acid-alcohol)

Cover slides with the de- -colorizing solution (3%
acid-alcohol solution)

--

Cover the slides well with
0.5% acid alcohol solution

Decolorize with 0.5%
acid-alcohol

Distaining with 0.5%
acid alcohol

Leave for 3 minutes

Leave for 2 minutes

--

--

Allow to act for 2-3
minutes

Leave for 3 minutes

Leave for 3 min

Rinse with clean water;
Then tilt the slides

Rinse with clean water
and air-dry

--

--

Rinse the slides with clean
water

Wash gently in running Wash gently in running
water and drain
water

Flood smears with
methylene blue solution

Counterstained with
Gabbet’s methylene blue

Cover the plate
with Gabett
solution

counterstained
with Gabbet’s
methylene blue

Counterstained with 0.1%
KMno4

counter stain with 0.5%
KMno4

Quenching with 0.5%
KMnO4

Leave for 1 minute

Leave for 1 minute

leave in contact
for 1 minute

Leave for 2
minutes

Leave for 1minute

Leave for 1minute

Leave for 1 min

Rinse each slide gently
with clean water until
all excess stain has been
washed away

Rinse each slide gently
with clean water until
all excess stain has been
washed away

Wash with water. Wash smear slides

Gently rinse slides with
water

Wash gently in running Cover with phenol 5%
water and drain
for sterilization for 10
min, then gently rinse
slides with water

Allow to dry in open air
but out of direct sunlight

Allow to dry in open
air but out of direct
sunlight

Allow to dry in
Allow to dry in
open air but out open air but out of
of direct sunlight direct sunlight

Allow to dry in open air
but out of direct sunlight

Allow to dry in open
air but out of direct
sunlight

Allow to dry in open air
but out of direct sunlight

Read the preparation
under the microscope
using the immersion lens
(X100)

Read the preparation
under the microscope
using the immersion
lens (X100)

Read the
preparation
under the
microscope
using the
immersion lens
(X100)

Minimum X250
Fluorescent in a dark
room

X400 No dark room, no
direct sunlight

X 200 magnification
on LED fluorescence
microscope

Cost per test ($1.64)

Cost per test ($1.64)

Cost per test
($1.64)

Cost per test (($1.64
- $2.11)

Cost per test ($3.40)

Air dry and heat fixe
smears

Place the slides in Laboratory Serial Number (LSN) on the leveled staining bridge and smear side up

Read the
preparation under
the microscope
using the
immersion lens
(X100)

Use WHO/IUATLD Grading scale for the smears
Cost per test
($1.64)

Cost per test ($3.40)

This table shows the different techniques of AFB staining and the reagents used for their implementation.

modification, and was also widely adopted [15]. Tan Thiam Hok Hot ziehl-neelsen method
devised a method by combining the staining techniques of The Ziehl-Neelsen method is the most common laboratory
Kinyoun and Gabbet’s [23]. This method was less laborious but technique for staining acid-fast tubercle bacilli for diagnosing
also less robust. But, higher concentration of Carbolfuchsin was pulmonary TB and this conventional method is available in
needed and longer staining time period as shown in Table 1. most primary health-care laboratories in resource limited
settings [23]. The procedure for Z-N staining is described in
Modified schaeffer and fulton stain
Table 1 [15].
This method was developed in 1933 by Schaeffer and Fulton
for staining endospores [26], and then modified by Deshmukh Staining methods using fluorescence microscopy
to stain AFB [27]. This method was found to be simple, reliable, Replacing conventional light microscopy with fluorescence
less expensive and as efficient as Ziehl-Nielsen stain [27].
microscopy would improve TB case detection, speed up
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sputum examination, and reduce workload. Fluorescence smear or sputum culture positive at 5 months or later after
microscopy was introduced by the National Tuberculosis the initiation of anti-TB treatment [3]. The main monitoring
Programs (NTP) in many countries, in attempt to improve tool available in resource-limited settings for treatment
outcomes of smear microscopy. However, these techniques monitoring remains sputum smear microscopy using Z-N
are used by few laboratories in resource limited settings, or auramine staining. Recent studies proposed a simple and
only in specialized laboratories and not in peripheral health instant method for TB treatment monitoring, based on a
institutions [28].
common fluorescent viability marker, FDA, in combination
with smear microscopy [11]. In the context with effective
Fluorochrome acid-fast microscopy
anti-TB treatment and low rates of primary multidrug-resistant
Fluorochrome acid-fast microscopy is easy to perform and it’s tuberculosis (MDR-TB), excellent microscopy for AFB may lead
currently the most rapid procedure for detecting AFB in clinical to frequent over-diagnosis of first treatment failure, due to
specimens [7]. Fluorochrome-stained smears can be viewed confusion with late excretion of dead bacilli [30]. FDA vital
at lower magnifications. The stains are not more expensive staining can thus greatly improve the efficiency of MDR-TB
than Carbolfuchsin stain but the limit of its use is the cost of a screening and diagnosis among smear-defined late converters
fluorescent microscope. It’s therefore strongly recommended [30]. This staining method can distinguish viable and dead
that suspect bacilli be confirmed at higher magnification, bacilli in smear with the best use of LED. Vital staining with
and that positive fluorochrome stains be confirmed by Z-N fluoresecein diacetate could stain living TB bacilli in a sputum
microscopy [7]. FM is more sensitive than conventional Z-N smear, enabling them to immediately see those bacilli escaping
microscopy [29]. It’s mainly used in industrialized countries, treatment.
because it’s cost effective in saving examination time to
detect positive and negative smears. Sputum smears could be Quality assurance in TB microscopy network
done from direct, pretreated, and concentrated specimens to Microscopy network of sputum smear microscopy centers for
increase sensitivity of the method. The stained smear should the diagnosis and monitoring of smear positive pulmonary
show a light brown or blue color [15,25].
TB is a key component in facilitating the implementation of
DOTS through NTP. The quality of work in AFB diagnostic
Light emitting diodes microscopy (LED)
microscopy depends on a number of factors like specimen
LED microscopy was developed mainly to give resource- collection, quality of reagent, staining technique, reading of
limited countries access to the benefits of fluorescence smear, reporting and recording, and training of technicians.
microscopy. LED microscopy showed 84% sensitivity and 98% Good staining reagents, especially those made with a highspecificity against culture as the reference standard. It was quality basic fuchsin dye, are essential to detect AFB. Poor
5% more sensitive and 1% more specific than conventional quality staining reagents may not show AFB and a case of
fluorescence microscopy [9]. On the basis of these findings, TB may be missed [13].
WHO recommends that conventional fluorescence microscopy
For TB control, the main tool used by NTP in resource limited
be replaced by LED microscopy, and that LED microscopy countries is the sputum-smear microscopy, particularly the
be phased in as an alternative for conventional Z-N light hot Ziehl-Nielsen technique [15]. FDA is a hope for resource
microscopy [9]. LED fluorescence microscopy was found limited countries to monitor and control TB treatment and
to work better than conventional fluorescence microscopy many efforts should be done to transfer in resource limited
[30]. The LED microscope lamp is inexpensive compared to settings FDA method.
the mercury vapor (or halogen lamp) used in the fluorescent
microscopy and has a long life span and it is a boon to myco- Discussion
bacteriologists. The cost of LED equipment is $4580. LED For TB control, the main tool used by NTP in resource limited
fluorescence microscopy not require.
countries is the sputum-smear microscopy, particularly
the hot Z-N technique. However, fluorescent microscopy
Fluorescein-diacetate (FDA) vital staining
introduce in some laboratories detects 10% more TB cases
This method was described in 1980, first for evaluating the than optical microscopy and requires only 25% of the time
viability of mycobacterial culture using FDA and ethidium taken to read a Z-N stained smear. FM requires equipment that
bromide [31] and now used for AFB vitality in sputum smear. is expensive for laboratories in resource limited settings, but
Culture is expensive and has significant requirements for it have benefits. The use of a LED light source for fluorescence
human resources and sophisticated laboratory infrastructure, microscopy brings several advantages because the same
neither of which is readily available in resource limited settings device could be used to implement the FDA method. FDA is
and FDA would be a wonderful alternative for TB diagnosis a vital stain for predicting tuberculosis culture results and a
in these countries. FDA is a vital staining for predicting hope for resource limited countries to monitor and control TB
tuberculosis culture results and treatment failure.
treatment. The main limit of this technique is the necessity to
Treatment failure of TB is defined as a patient who is sputum keep the reagent in freezer. Implementation of FDA methods
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to monitor tuberculosis treatment is possible with international
concerted, global fund and nongovernmental organizations
support. It could improve the efficiency of smear microscopy
services in resource limited settings. Therefore FDA as an
alternative method of culture should be considered for use
in resource limited settings for TB care.

Conclusion

Transfer of FDA technique in resource limited settings can
reduce the number of cases where medical personal start
a retreatment because it ascertains that bacilli detected by
Z-N, FM and LED in fact are dead ones, which do not require
further treatment. FDA could be an efficiency tool for the
rapid identification of live Mycobacterium tuberculosis among
treatment failure cases in resource limited settings.
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